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Mail Boxes Etc

FREEPLAY THEME ANNOUNCED

The FreePlay indie games festival, being 
held at RMIT’s Swanston Academic 
Building in Melbourne, will take place 
from May 7th - 12th. This year’s theme is 
‘Introspection’, with organisers highlighting 
the importance of reflecting from time to 
time.

The keynote speakers will be industry 
alumni Richard Lemarchand and Hannah 
Nicklin, and last year’s activities will once 
again be present.

For more info, go to freeplay.net.au

NUMSKULL MAKING MOVES

It’s been a busy few weeks for UK 
merchandise brand Numskull. First their 
parent company Rubber Road partnered 
up with Bluemouth Entertainment for 
Australian distribution. 

More recently they’ve announced that 
they’re entering the publishing game 
under the brand Numskull Games. Their 
portfolio will include digital and physical 
titles for every platform. Fingers crossed 
that they get into the Aussie market!

KOCH MEDIA AUSTRALIA

THQ Nordic’s shopping spree has 
continued, this time buying up local 
distributor 18Point2. Now to be known 
ad Koch Media Australia, they will be 
responsible for Warner Bros. and Techland 
games among several other brands.

Let’s hope the guy who thought 8Chan 
was a good idea isn’t involved in any local 
public relations.

THE UNION CONVERSATION

Last month’s round of layoffs at 
Firemonkeys Studios was felt around 
the country, and it was great to see the 
community band together by putting 
together a Google doc of the open 
positions around the country.

Of course on the back of that, the topic 
of unionisation reared up once again. 
Game Workers Unite Australia put out a 
statement reiterating the role of unions 
and the benefits that come with it.

Whether you’re for or against unions in 
the games industry, it’s clear that this is a 
conversation that isn’t going away any time 
soon. Oh to be a fly on the wall at GDC...

FREE TRADE WITH THE EU

The Interactive Games & Entertainment 
Association (IGEA) made a submission to 
support Australia’s negotiation of a Free 
Trade Agreement with the EU.

Recent surveys have shown that the EU is 
the second largest market for Australian 
games, and IGEA has urged the powers 
that be to maintain copyright protections 
while making it easier to invest and travel 
over there.

IGN AU SELECT AWARDS

IGN Australia recently held their seventh 
annual awards ceremony in Sydney, with 
over 50,000 votes casted across eight 
categories.

God of War, Spider-Man, and Red Dead 
Redemption 2 dominated the nominations, 
with the latter taking home the gong.

GAME PLUS SYDNEY

Game Plus has unveiled their plans to 
open a third game development co-
working space in Ultimo, Sydney later 
this year, headlined by new tenants 
SMG Studio. Access to fast internet and 
amenities for a smidge over $200 a month 
is a pretty good deal!

Between Game Plus’ offices in Canberra, 
Adelaide, and now Sydney, as well 
as Screen Queensland’s sqhub and 
Melbourne’s famous The Arcade, we’re 
starting to see a comprehensive network 
of spaces for game development in 
Australia, and I for one applaud it.
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“Hyper Jam is a neon-soaked arena brawler with a 
dynamic perk drafting system that makes each match 

different from the last.”

With an armoury of rocket launchers, crossbows, 
hammers, and katanas, mixed with the aesthetic 

design of the game, Hyper Jam looks like it’s perfect 
for fans of the 2-4 player arena genre.

The ability to include AI bots is a hand feature as well.

• Pick up and play with no tutorial required

• Unlock 32 underwater levels

• Features bright colors, cheerful chiptune music, and 
challenging gameplay

• Rounds don’t take long, so they’re suitable for public 
transport

• Includes leaderboards and you can share photos

If you still haven’t had the chance to play Prideful 
Sloth’s relaxing open-world title, Yonder: The Cloud 
Catcher Chronicles, you can now pick it up on Xbox!

In the biggest update to the game since its 2015 
release, Armello has undergone drastic changes in 

what League of Geeks is calling Armello 2.0.

Now featuring numerous quality of life improvements, 
including an overhauled menu, the developers have 
gone over Armello with a fine-toothed comb to make 

sure your gameplay experience is as good as possible.

Longevity has also been increased thanks to the new 
Hero Mastery system, and you can even rejoin games!

“Battle Bowls is an arcade spin on lawn bowls with 
power-ups. It has online multiplayer with voice chat, as 

well as offline single-player challenge modes.”

Lawn bowls is one of Australia’s favourite past times. 
From classic moments like “that’s not a sport!” to “this 
Mick Molloy movie is alright”, lawn bowls has always 

been there in the back of our minds.

It turns out it’s been in the minds of Brisbane 
developer Crystal Pug as well, which is why they’ve 
just released their new mobile game Battle Bowls.

“We wanted to bring the social and competitive aspects 
of lawn bowls to mobile, but with an arcade twist for a 

casual audience,” says designer, Matthew Ota. 

Battle Bowls also includes an offline single player mode 
which uses AR to display the game wherever you are.

HYPER JAM

INK OR SWIM

YONDER LAUNCHES ON XBOX ONE

ARMELLO’S HUGE UPDATE

BATTLE BOWLS

NEW RELEASES



1UP Arcade in Morningside is hosting a swap-meet for 
arcade parts, retro gaming gear, and geek merch on 

Sunday March 31st. If you have any related stuff to sell, 
book a table for just $50 or come along to buy, swap 

and sell to your heart’s content.

The market will run from 10am to 2pm, and the arcade 
itself will be open extended hours from 10am to 10pm.

Enquiries via 1uparcade.com.au

Halo Australia is holding their biggest official live event 
on the 27th & 28th of April at the Logan Metro Indoor 

Sports Centre in Brisbane. Sessions will run from    
9am - 9pm each day.

In the lead up to the big event, online seeding 
tournaments are currently taking place every two 

weeks, with points on offer to rank each player.

Check out haloaustralia.com for more information.

Speaking of tournaments, Nintendo Australia is also 
currently running two online competitions for Super 

Smash Bros. Ultimate and Splatoon 2.

Online qualifiers are taking place right now for SSBU, 
with the Splatoon qualifiers coming later this month.

Players who make it through will be taking part in a live 
showdown final at Supanova in Melbourne next month.

More info at nintendoaustralasianopen.com

RETRO GAMES SWAP MEET A GOOD OL’ LAN TOURNAMENT

NINTENDO TOURNAMENTS

“The WellPlayed Project is hosting an online casual 
gaming event on Sunday 17 March. Be matched in a 

squad of like-minded players or form your own squad 
to play Atlas Reactor and Ring of Elysium. 

You can play at home, or you can book a free 
computer to play at the QUT e-Sports Arena in 

Brisbane or the Zen Gaming Lounge in Melbourne.”

wellplayedproject.com/event

WELLPLAYED PROJECT

UPCOMING EVENTS



Last month Team Cherry had a Valentine’s Day present 
for us all when they revealed Hollow Knight: Silksong.

The news, initially thought to be the long-awaited DLC 
for 2017’s Hollow Knight, was unveiled when the game’s 
developers posted a video on YouTube.

Fans had been clamoring for news about the DLC, but 
now we know Silksong will be its own fully fledged 
game.  

Development of Silksong started after the original 
Hollow Knight’s PC release. Team Cherry also 
commented that it introduces the new character Hornet 
into the brand-new world, and a whole new kingdom of 
Hallownest for players to explore.

Hornet herself has her own unique aerial combat skills, 
which changes things up from the knight’s abilities and 
allows players to remain in the air to reach new areas 
and puzzles. New enemies and new bosses have also 
been added, with over 150 new enemy designs coming 
to Silksong. 

Fans will rejoice to hear the award-winning composer 
Christopher Larkin shall be returning to bring his 
famous melancholic melodies, all new to Silksong. 

A new game plus mode (called Silk Soul mode) is also 
available from launch, which can be unlocked when 
players beat the main campaign. The new mode is said 
to be a challenging test of the player’s skill. 

Community reception has been extremely positive, with 
the original announcement trailer from Team Cherry 
being viewed almost two million times between the 
Team Cherry, Nintendo, and Gamespot Trailers YouTube 
channels.

Fans are extremely excited to delve back into Team 
Cherry’s masterpiece of a universe. The release 
date for the game has not yet been set, but there is 
confirmation it will release on Windows, Mac, Linux, and 
the Nintendo Switch. There is no news yet when or if the 
game will come to other platforms. 

Hollow Knight started its life as a Kickstarter campaign, 
making its entire budget in a month. The game quickly 
grew to receive many high scores of 9 and 10, with high 
praise from various media outlets whilst also becoming 
a cult classic to fans and critics alike. Team Cherry also 
won Australia’s developer of the year and Independent 
game of the year from the Australian game awards.

Hollow Knight became a beloved game due to it surreal 
and beautiful art style, it’s haunting orchestral score, 
and it’s challenging non-linear gameplay set it in a 
fallen kingdom full of a sombre atmosphere and a 
combat system that draws comparisons to Dark Souls.

HOLLOW KNIGHT: SILKSONG PREVIEW
By Michael J. Lawless

“Hollow Knight: Silksong is the epic sequel to Hollow 
Knight, the award-winning action-adventure of 

bugs and heroes. 

As the lethal hunter Hornet, journey to all-new 
lands, discover new powers, battle vast hordes of 

bugs and beasts, and uncover ancient secrets tied 
to your nature and your past”. 

- Team Cherry

“As Hornet, princess-protector of 
Hallownest, adventure through a whole 

new kingdom ruled by silk and song.”

- Nintendo

“It quickly became too large and too 
unique to stay as DLC”.

- Team Cherry
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